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ABSTRACT
Asian options are popular path-dependent �nancial deriva-
tives. This paper uses lattices to price Asian options that are
discretely monitored, which is the case in practice in con-
trast to the continuously monitored version usually encoun-
tered in the literature. This paper presents the �rst prov-
ably quadratic-time convergent lattice algorithm for pricing
European-style discretely monitored Asian options. It is
the most ef�cient lattice algorithm with convergence guar-
antees. The algorithm relies on the Lagrange multipliers
to choose the number of states for each node of the lat-
tice. Extensive numerical experiments and comparisons
with many existing numerical methods con�rm the per-
formance claims and the competitiveness of our algorithm.
Some- what surprisingly, this result places European-style
discretely monitored Asian options in the same complexity
class as vanilla options.
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1 Introduction

A derivative security is a �nancial instruments whose pay-
off depends on more fundamental underlying assets such as
stocks or currencies. They are key to risk management and
speculation. Path-dependent derivatives in particular have
payoffs that depend strongly on the price history of the un-
derlying asset. In pricing such derivatives, historical in-
formation constitutes part of the state. Although the effect
tends to enlarge the state space, it may not lead to exponen-
tial complexity. For example, barrier and lookback options
can be ef�ciently priced despite their path dependency (see
Lyuu[15]). For other path-dependent derivatives, however,
the performance issue is more challenging. Asian option is
perhaps the most representative of them.

Asian options were originally traded in the Asian mar-
kets, particularly Tokyo (see [25]). The payoff of an Asian
option depends on the (arithmetic) average price of the un-
derlying asset. As a result, it is useful for hedging trans-
actions whose costs are related to the average price of the
underlying asset. The price of the Asian option is also less
subject to manipulation. For the same reason, the averag-
ing feature is popular in many thinly traded markets and

embedded in complex derivatives such as the re�x clauses
in convertible bonds. Among the class of exotic options,
Asian options belong to those which are frequently traded.

Approximate closed-form formulas for continuous
Asian options have been derived under various assump-
tions. These formulas have been evaluated throughly
[8, 9, 13, 25]. The general conclusion is that all are as good
as their assumptions, and most lack convergence guaran-
tees. Lower and upper bounds on the option price are de-
rived in [16, 18, 20]. As no simple, exact closed-form solu-
tions exist yet, ef�cient numerical algorithms offer impor-
tant alternatives. First, there are the popular Monte Carlo
and the related quasi-Monte Carlo methods surveyed in
Boyle et al. [2]. Both the Monte Carlo and the analytical
approaches suffer from the inability to handle early exer-
cise without bias. Other drawbacks of Monte Carlo include
its probabilistic nature and relative inef�ciency.

The third type of approach � the lattice and the
closely related PDE methods � are more general as they
can handle early exercise. The main problem with the lat-
tice method is its exponential nature: An exponential num-
ber of arithmetic operations seems necessary for an exact
evaluation. This is because every price path, which corre-
sponds to a state (the average to date, also called the run-
ning average), leads to a different average price, thus pay-
off as well. To reduce the complexity, all known practi-
cal lattice algorithms keep only a much smaller number of
states. When an option value for a missing state is called
for in the pricing algorithm, it is interpolated from the op-
tion values of the �neighboring� states whose option val-
ues have been calculated. Common interpolation schemes
are linear, quadratic, cubic, and log-linear. This successful
paradigm is due to Hull and White [12] and Ritchken et al.
[17]. We will call it the interpolation paradigm. Pricing
Asian options with 2-dimensional PDEs such as Forsyth et
al. [7] also tackles the issue of exploding state space with
the interpolation paradigm. The interpolation paradigm in-
troduces interpolation errors.

Let the time to maturity be partitioned into N peri-
ods. A binomial lattice for the underlying asset with N
periods then contains ∼ N2/2 nodes. Let the average
number of states (i.e., running averages) kept at each node
be k, a critical adjustable parameter for the interpolation
paradigm. As the total number of states is ∼ kN2/2, the
asymptotic running time is O(kN2). Every algorithm must



decide upon the way to distribute these ∼ kN2/2 states
among the nodes. The choice must furthermore guarantee
convergence to the true value. Our challenge is to show that
a constant k � thus quadratic running time � suf�ces to
achieve them.

A uniform allocation scheme is perhaps the most
straightforward: It allocates the same number of states for
each node. But a uniform allocation scheme with k states
per node can be problematic. First, a small k may result
in large deviations from the correct option price because of
the low resolution, but a k that grows with N makes the
algorithm less ef�cient. Hence we are confronted with the
con�icting demands of accuracy and speed. Second, once
k is �xed, it may be suf�cient for nodes where few paths
lead to, but hardly enough for nodes where exponentially
many paths lead to. Intuitively, a node with a low proba-
bility of occurrence should be assigned a smaller number
of states than one with a high probability of occurrence.
But how do we allocate the states methodically? These is-
sues have been addressed by optimization techniques for
continuous Asian options, yielding nonuniform allocation
schemes (see [5, 11]).

There have been many works on pricing continuous
Asian options using lattices or PDEs. Under plausible as-
sumptions, Forsyth et al. [7] demonstrate that the interpo-
lation paradigm together with linear interpolation and the
log-linear allocation scheme is convergent provided that k
is proportional to N1.5. The running time is thus O(N3.5).
Dai et al. [5] achieve the same running time with a nonuni-
form allocation scheme but without the assumptions of
Forsyth et al. [7]. In general, algorithms based on linear
interpolation lack convergence guarantees unless k grows
with N . This rules out the possibility of quadratic-time al-
gorithms. Hsu and Lyuu [11] give an O(N2)-time lattice
algorithm with a nonuniform allocation and cubic interpo-
lation. Traditional PDE methods solve a two-dimensional
PDE (see [19]). The most ef�cient one, due to Forsyth
et al. [7], runs in O(N3) time. Since Rogers and Shi
(1995) derive the �rst one-dimensional PDE for continuous
Asian options, subsequent works by, for example, Ve�ce�r
[22] and Dubois and Leli�evre [6] propose one-dimensional
PDE methods that run in O(N2) time. According to Hsu
[10], one-dimensional PDEs require more mesh points for
high volatility levels or long maturities. An drawback of
the one-dimensional PDE method is its inapplicability to
American-style �xed-strike Asian options. The transform
method is a numerical alternative for European-style dis-
crete Asian options.

This paper presents the �rst quadratic-time lattice
algorithm for pricing European-style �xed-strike discrete
Asian options. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge to
the true value of the continuous-time model. It is hence the
�rst convergent lattice algorithm to be competitive with the
one-dimensional PDE method in terms of ef�ciency. But
unlike the one-dimensional PDE method, our algorithm's
convergence rate does not go down with high volatilities or
long maturities; in fact, the opposite is true. Extensive nu-

merical experiments and comparison with existing methods
back up the above claims.

Our algorithm combines four ideas. First is the
methodology of Dai et al. [5], which establishes the advan-
tages of nonuniform allocation schemes based on optimiza-
tion principles. Second, Forsyth et al. [7] make explicit
some of the plausible assumptions needed in our analysis.
These assumptions combined with the nonuniform alloca-
tion scheme allow better accounting of individual nodes'
contribution to the total error. Third, only running averages
below a threshold at each node need to be attended to. The
reason is that for European-style Asian options, running av-
erages at or over this threshold will necessarily result in the
option being in the money at maturity, in which case their
contribution to the option value can be given by a simple
formula [1]. Finally, ef�cient procedures are employed to
generate multinomial lattices from the underlying binomial
ones.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
basic terms and facts. It also de�nes discrete Asian options.
Section 3 constructs multinomial lattices to price discrete
Asian options and shows how states are distributed. Sec-
tion 4 compares our algorithm with many other methods
numerically. Section 5 concludes.

2 Terminology and Basic Facts

Let r ≥ 0 denote the continuously compounded risk-free
interest rate. The continuous-time dynamics for the under-
lying asset (called stock for the rest of the paper) is the log-
normal diffusion dS/S = r dt + σ dWt in a risk-neutral
economy, where Wt is the Wiener process and σ is the
volatility. Let τ denote the time to maturity in years. The
lattice model is a discrete-time version of the above model.
Partition τ into N discrete time steps. Each time (step) has
a duration of ∆t ≡ τ/N years. Let Si stand for the stock
price at time i (hence i∆t years from now). In particu-
lar, S0 is the known current price. The CRR binomial lat-
tice model of Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein [3] approximates
the lognormal diffusion as follows. First, Si+1 equals Siu
with probability p and Sid with probability 1 − p, where
u = eσ

√
∆t and d = e−σ

√
∆t. Second, the probability p

for the up move is set to (R− d)/(u− d) where R ≡ er∆t

denotes the gross riskless return per period. Although the
identity ud = 1 holds under the CRR model, this prop-
erty is not essential for the analysis. Both d ≤ R ≤ u and
0 ≤ p ≤ 1 must hold to avoid arbitrage opportunities. They
can be satis�ed when N > r2τ/σ2. We shall assume the
stock does not pay dividends for ease of presentation.

The node at time i that results from j down moves
and i − j up moves will be denoted by N(i, j). This node
is associated with the stock price S0u

i−jdj . By the CRR
model, the stock price can move from node N(i, j) to node
N(i + 1, j) with probability p and to node N(i + 1, j + 1)
with probability 1− p. The root node is of course N(0, 0).
Let B(i, j, p) denote the probability of getting j heads



when tossing a coin i times with p being the probability
of getting heads. Then B(i, j, p) ≡ (

i
j

)
pi−j(1− p)j . Node

N(i, j) can be reached from the root node with probability
B(i, j, p).

Let n denote the number of monitor points beyond
now and let each time interval between two adjacent mon-
itor points be partitioned into I time steps. The monitor
points are therefore at times 0, I, 2I, . . . , nI . The time be-
tween two monitor points is called intraday. Now N = nI
equals the total number of time steps. A path from the
root node to a node at maturity contains N + 1 prices
S0, S1, . . . , SN . In the CRR model, there are 2N such price
paths as 2 outcomes are available for each node. As the
number of monitor points n is �xed by the contract, we can
increase the resolution of the lattice by raising I .

Let X ≥ 0 be the strike price. The stan-
dard European-style discrete Asian call has a pay-
off of

(
1

n+1

∑n
i=0 SiI −X

)+

at maturity, where (x)+

means max(x, 0). Its arbitrage-free price is therefore
E

[(
1

n+1

∑n
i=0 SiI −X

)+
]

/RN . A popular variant
of the averaging omits the initial price S0. This re-
sults in the forward-starting Asian option. Its payoff is
E

[(
1
n

∑n
i=1 SiI −X

)+
]
/RN .

For continuous Asian options, dropping the initial
price makes little difference to the �nal payoff. However,
this is not so for discrete Asian options. The reason is
straightforward. In the continuous case, any single point
on the time line has a weight of essentially zero. For the
discrete case, however, the initial price is one out of n, a
�xed constant. Its impact is therefore nontrivial.

The option value can be evaluated by averaging the
payoffs of all possible 2N price paths (S0, S1, . . . , SN ).
This value converges to the true value under the
continuous-time lognormal diffusion model at a rate of
O(N−1). This brute-force pricing methodology results in
an exponential-time algorithm.

A price path (S0, S1, . . . , Si), 0 ≤ i ≤ N , has the
price sum to date equal to

P ≡
(

S0 + SI + · · ·+ Sbi/Ic·I standard Asian options
SI + S2I + · · ·+ Sbi/Ic·I forward-starting Asian options

P will be called the running sum, and its corresponding
running average is P/(bi/Ic + 1) or P/ bi/Ic, depending
on the type. The tuple (i, Si, P ) captures the state for pric-
ing the Asian option in that it is a suf�cient statistic. The
�rst element refers to the time, the second to the prevailing
stock price, and the third to the running sum. Sometimes,
we drop i and Si from (i, Si, P ) and simply refer to the
running sum P or even the corresponding running average
as the state when the context is unambiguous.

In contrast to the continuous version, price changes
only occur on monitor points for discrete Asian options.
The successor state (i+1, Si+1, Q) is related to the current
state (i, Si, P ) via

Q =

(
P + Si+1 monitor point
P otherwise (1)

For the binomial model, the state transition when i + 1 is a
monitor point is:

(i + 1, Siu, Pi + Siu) monitoring point
(i + 1, Siu, Pi) otherwise

↗
(i, Si, P )

↘
(i + 1, Sid, Pi + Sid) monitoring point

(i + 1, Sid, Pi) otherwise

To each state (i, Si, P ) corresponds the option
value V (i, Si, P ). The terminal option values are
V (n, Sn, Pn) = (Pn/(n + 1)−X)+ for standard discrete
Asian options and V (n, Sn, Pn) = (Pn/n − X)+ for
forward-starting discrete Asian options. The backward-
induction pricing formula stipulates that the current option
value equals the discounted expected future option value:

V (i, Si, Pi) (2)

=

(
pV (i+1,Siu,Pi+Siu)+(1−p)V (i+1,Sid,Pi+Sid)

R monitor point
pV (i+1,Siu,Pi)+(1−p)V (i+1,Sid,Pi)

R otherwise

The sought-after option value is V (0, S0, S0) at time 0 for
standard Asian options and V (0, S0, 0) for forward-starting
Asian options.

Formula (2) requires evaluating all possible states, re-
sulting in an exponential-time brute-force algorithm. For-
tunately, for European-style standard discrete Asian op-
tions, there is no need to evaluate the full range of states.
Here is the reason. A state (i, Si, Pi) with a running sum
Pi > (n + 1)X must end with an average price larger than
X at maturity, thus in the money, because the average price
at maturity is at least Pi

n+1 > (n+1) X
n+1 ≥ X . We next de-

rive the option value corresponding to this state under the
risk- neutral probability by following Aingworth et al. [1].
Assume i is a multiple of I so that i is a monitor point. If
R > 1, the expected value of the average price at maturity,
E[Pi + Si+I + · · ·+ SnI ]/(n + 1), equals

Pi + SiR
I + SiR

2I + · · ·+ SiR
nI−i

n + 1
=

 
Pi + SiR

I 1− RnI−i

1− RI

!
/(n+1).

Because every path extending from (i, Si, P ) will end up
in the money, the expected option payoff equals the above
minus X . The case of R = 1 can be handled similarly. In
summary, when P > (n + 1) X ,

V (i, Si, Pi) =

(
[ Pi + (n− i/I) Si ]/(n + 1)−X if R = 1

R−(nI−i)
n

[ Pi + SiR
I 1−RnI−i

1−RI ]/(n + 1)−X
o

if R > 1

(3)
Similar formulas hold for forward-starting discrete Asian
options when P > nX:

V (i, Si, Pi) =

(
[ Pi + (n− i/I) Si ]/n−X if R = 1,

R−(nI−i)
n

[ Pi + SiR
I 1−RnI−i

1−RI ]/n−X
o

if R > 1

(4)
As we will not allocate nodes not on a monitor point (see
the next section), there will be no need for a formula when
i is not a multiple of I .

3 Pricing Discrete Asian Options with Multi-
nomial Lattices

Averaging only happens on monitor points (which are times
that are multiples of I). This suggests that time and space



can be saved by skipping nodes not on a monitor point.
To demonstrate this point, Fig. 1 shows a binomial lattice
(dash lines) with a total of 6 time steps (n = 3 monitor
points and I = 3 intraday periods). As nodes not on a
monitor point do not affect running sums, we skip them,
creating the multinomial lattice (solid lines). Each node
now has 4 branches instead of 2 to account for the connec-
tivity of the underlying binomial lattice. In general, each
node on the multinomial lattice has I + 1 branches.

Monitor 

Point 1

Monitor 

Point 2

Monitor 

Point 3

Intraday

Period

Figure 1. Transforming a binomial lattice into a multi-
nomial lattice. A binomial lattice is transformed into a
multinomial one by skipping intraday periods.

Since we have changed the structure of the lattice,
we have to assign stock prices for the nodes and proba-
bilities for the branches. The I + 1 stock prices follow-
ing S are SuI−2`, where ` = 0, 1, . . . , I . The associated
branching probabilities are p` ≡

(
I
`

)
pI−` (1− p)`, where

` = 0, 1, . . . , I. Note that the multinomial lattice retains
exactly those nodes of the underlying binomial lattice on
the monitor points. Hence we continue to use the notation
N(i, j) to refer to them, but i must now be a multiple of
I . The number of nodes on the multinomial lattice can be
determined as follows.

On the multinomial lattice, the tuples of the state
(iI, S, P ) now denote time (which is a monitor point), the
stock price, and the running sum, respectively. The state
transition also undergoes similar changes. from (i, Si, P )
to (i + 1, Siu

I−2`, P + SuI−2`) for ` = 0, 1, . . . , I . Back-
ward induction is simpler than on the binomial lattice:

V (iI, S, P ) =
1

RI

XI

`=0
p`V

“
(i + 1)I, Su

I−2`
, P + Su

I−2`
”

, (5)

for i = 0, 1, . . . , (n − 1). As in the binomial model, the
sought-after option value is V (0, S0, S0) at time 0 for stan-
dard discrete Asian option. For forward-starting discrete
Asian options, the formulation is identical except that

V (0, S0, 0) =
1

RI

XI

`=0
p`V

“
I, S0u

I−2`
, S0u

I−2`
”

. (6)

The sought after option value is V (0, S0, 0).
Each running sum P at a node N(iI, j) corresponds

to the state (iI, S0u
iI−jdj , P ). The ideal case is to allo-

cate a state at each node N(iI, j) for each possible running

sum. This leads to an exponential state count, which is im-
practical. Instead, we resort to an approximation algorithm
by using a far fewer kij + 1 states for each node N(iI, j).
The number of allocated states varies with the nodes.

With an average number of states per node being k,
the total number of states is ∼ kIn2/2. We need to deter-
mine the optimal numbers kij that minimize the total er-
ror given that only ∼ kIn2/2 states in total are available.
For that purpose, we analyze every node's contribution to
the total error. Once this is accomplished, an optimization
technique based on the Lagrange multipliers is invoked to
minimize that error. Earlier papers usually use the maxi-
mum interpolation error per time step as a node's contri-
bution to the total error. This worst-case analysis ignores
the fact that individual nodes' probability weights differ
widely. Our scheme will exploit this fact to determine

kij =
kIn2

2

“
B(iI,j,p)

i2

” 1
3

nP
s=1

sIP
t=0

“
B(sI,t,p)

s2

” 1
3

. (7)

In the view of formulas (3) and (4), only states with
running sums up to (n + 1)X need to be allocated. Thus
we allocate kij +1 states with running sums equally spaced
between 0 and (n+1)X . Two adjacent running sums there-
fore differ by (n + 1)X/kij .

The algorithm computes the option value for each al-
located state via backward induction. Suppose the option
value V (iI, S, P ) for the state (iI, S, P ) at node N(iI, j)
is desired. Consider the I + 1 moves from the node to the
nodes N((i + 1)I, j + `) with stock price SuI−2`, where
` = 0, 1, . . . , I . From Eq. (5), the next running sums are
P +SuI−2`, and the option values V ((i+1)I, SuI−2`, P +
SuI−2`) need to be calculated. In the event that P+SuI−2`

equals the running sum of some allocated state at node
N((i+1)I, j + `), then V ((i+1)I, SuI−2`, P +SuI−2`)
is already available. On the other hand, if P + SuI−2` >
(n + 1) X , apply formulas (3) or (4) to obtain the option
value. For the remaining case, interpolation is used to ob-
tain the desired option value as follows. Let P + SuI−2`

be bracketed by two running sums:

(s` − 1)
(n + 1) X

ki+1,j+`

< P + Su
I−2`

< s`
(n + 1) X

ki+1,j+`

. (8)

Apply linear interpolation from the two bracketing run-
ning sums' corresponding option values to obtain V ((i +
1)I, SuI−2`, P + SuI−2`), i.e.,

V ((i + 1)I, Su
I−2`

, P + Su
I−2`

)

= α`V

„
(i + 1)I, Su

I−2`
, (s` − 1)

(n + 1) X

ki+1,j+`

«
(9)

+(1− α`)V

„
(i + 1)I, Su

I−2`
, s`

(n + 1) X

ki+1,j+`

«
,

where 0 ≤ α` ≤ 1 for ` = 0, 1, . . . , I . Finally, set
V (iI, S, P ) by Eq. (5) or Eq. (6), depending on the case.

We �nally analyze the time complexity of the algo-
rithm. The total number of nodes on the multinomial lattice
is∼ In2/2. Because the average number of states per node
is k, the total number of states is ∼ kIn2/2. The option
value at each state requires O(I) operations to calculate ac-
cording to Eqs. (5) and (6). Hence the overall computation



takes O(kI2n2) time. Recall that N = nI represents the
total number of time steps. If k is a constant, the running
time becomes O(N2), which means quadratic time.

4 Numerical Evaluation

Throughout this section, the computer is equipped with a
2.4 GHz Intel Pentium-4 CPU running Linux and the GNU
C compiler. We can see from Table 2 that our running time
is quadratic.

The extrapolated results with Richardson's formula
produces good results with small Is, i.e., I = 1, 2, we
use them to extrapolate the option prices from now on. To
adhere to our analytical results on convergence, we will
adopt linear interpolation for the remaining numerical ex-
periments. We have also chosen an average number of 51
states per node (k = 50), the same con�guration used in
Hsu and Lyuu [11].

To show the effectiveness of our algorithm, we quote
the results and summarize tables from Nielsen and Sand-
man [16] into Table 1, by using he maximum values from
the two lower-bound columns as the new lower bounds and
the minimum values from the eight upper-bound columns
as the new upper bounds. The options are forward-starting
discrete Asian calls. The MC column use Monte Carlo
simulation with 50,000 paths, incorporating both antithetic
variables and control variates (with the geometric Asian op-
tion as the control variate). They are the basis for compar-
ison. The methods for the middle columns include Monte
Carlo, Levy [14], Turnbull and Wakeman [21], and Vorst
[24]. It can be seen that our algorithm's extrapolated re-
sults match Monte Carlo prices. Even more important is
the fact that our algorithm produces results that lie within
all the tightened intervals; it is the only scheme that does
so.

Ve�ce�r [23] proposes a 2-term PDE to price discrete
Asian options. The results are in the Ve�ce�r column of Ta-
ble 2. The TR column in Table 2 is from Tavella and Ran-
dall [19] using methods of [18]. The Curran column uses
geometrical conditioning approximations in [4]. The Ours
column lists the results of our algorithm. The running times
of our algorithm are also tabulated. It can be veri�ed that
all four methods give comparable prices. In addition, the
column Ours∗ lists the prices of standard Asian options
for comparison. As expected, the prices for standard dis-
crete Asian option can differ a lot from forward-starting
discrete Asian options when the number of monitor points
n is small.

5 Conclusions

This paper gives the �rst quadratic-time convergent lattice
pricing algorithm for discrete Asian options. Numerical ex-
periments demonstrated that our method is highly ef�cient
and accurate. It is also highly competitive with many other
proposed methods.
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Lower Upper
Strike Bounds MC Levy TW Vorst Ours Bound

60 41.2278 42.8949 43.2384 28.0727 42.7583 42.90948226 42.9859
80 24.7471 31.7404 32.3394 20.3059 31.2053 31.75093756 31.9545

100 12.4743 22.9595 23.6054 19.2619 21.9257 22.97379950 23.3123
120 5.4825 16.4497 16.9794 17.3005 15.0274 16.47559215 16.9623
140 2.2082 11.7776 12.1279 14.2346 10.1612 11.81065528 12.4785
160 0.8417 8.4680 8.6448 11.0224 6.8299 8.50473175 9.3736
180 0.3125 6.1275 6.1662 8.2257 4.5826 6.16829847 7.2365
200 0.1159 4.4662 4.4078 6.0093 3.0766 4.51168876 5.7644

Table 1. Comparison with Nielsen and Sandmann [16]: the case of 10-year discrete forward-starting Asian calls. The
parameters are S0 = 100, τ = 10, σ = 0.25, r = 0.04, and n = 120 (monthly averaging). The results in Ours are extrapolated
prices.

Monitor Running
S0 Points (n) Ve�ce�r TR Curran Ours Ours∗ Time(s)
95 10 9.2228 9.2149 9.2197 9.216727231 8.19761335 0.01

25 8.7080 8.6974 8.7053 8.704592296 8.29206742 0.05
50 8.5367 8.5383 8.5340 8.538568787 8.33126926 0.27
125 8.4339 8.4304 8.4314 8.433495066 8.35068437 1.74
250 8.4001 8.3972 8.3972 8.400281262 8.35882755 7.15
500 8.3826 8.3804 8.3801 8.383118170 8.36238436 28.53
1000 8.3741 8.3719 8.3715 8.374536171 8.36416755 114.68

100 10 12.0420 12.0348 12.0390 12.04106392 10.93850881 0.00
25 11.4906 11.4803 11.4881 11.48787641 11.04648002 0.05
50 11.3068 11.2982 11.3043 11.30789846 11.08574732 0.27
125 11.1967 11.1929 11.1940 11.19594484 11.10728217 1.75
250 11.1600 11.1573 11.1572 11.16016909 11.11570722 7.18
500 11.1416 11.1392 11.1388 11.14172096 11.11948218 28.62
1000 11.1322 11.1300 11.1296 11.13250095 11.12137962 114.85

105 10 15.2234 15.2168 15.2202 15.22406432 14.08603521 0.00
25 14.6510 14.6415 14.6483 14.64907797 14.19283661 0.05
50 14.4601 14.4519 14.4575 14.45989656 14.23025063 0.26
125 14.3455 14.3424 14.3430 14.34520658 14.25344069 1.75
250 14.3073 14.3054 14.3048 14.30782061 14.26188862 7.18
500 14.2881 14.2866 14.2857 14.28867046 14.26569679 28.66
1000 14.2786 14.2771 14.2762 14.27909947 14.26761074 115.20

Table 2. Comparison of various numerical techniques for discrete forward-starting Asian calls. The parameters are
X = 100, τ = 1, σ = 0.4, and r = 0.1. Ours∗ are for discrete standard Asian calls as comparisons.
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